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Section 4.13 The worked bone and antler  

By Sheila Raven 

 

4.13.3 The worked bone and antler catalogue 

 

Items of personal adornment 

SF 173 Bone/antler hair-pin of Crummy Type 6, with a bead and single reel head and 

a slightly swollen upper shaft. Complete. Roman – 3rd to 4th c. A.D. 

 L: 107mm; Head D: 7mm 

 Context 2022 (Destruction layer in Room 3 of villa) 

 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

SF 186 Bone/antler hair-pin of Crummy Type 6, with two reels below a reel head. 

Crude engraved design of a deep-cut cross overlain by many other straight 

and triangular shapes on top of the head. The shaft is swollen on the upper 

half, and both head and shaft show polish and wear. Complete. Roman - 3rd 

to 4th c. A.D. 

 L: 104mm; Head D: 7mm  

 Context 2022 (Destruction layer in Room 3 of villa) 

 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

SF 608 Bone pendant made from a pig/boar canine, with circular hole drilled through 

root end. Both ends and a central section are damaged. Incomplete. Roman. 

 L: 80mm 

 Context 2090 (Floor layer in Room 2 of villa) 

 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

SF 1343 Bone/antler hair-pin with three-cornered turret-shaped head, sub-triangular 

in shape with three peaks. The shaft is rather uneven and irregular, but 

swollen mid-way. Polish and wear on shaft. Complete, but head is slightly 

damaged. Roman. 

 L: 84mm; Head D: 8mm 

 Context 19003 (Destruction layer in Room 1 of villa) 

 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

 

Needles 

SF 238 Fragment of needle with large flared head, part of ovoid perforation present. 

Incomplete. 

 L: 21mm 

 Context 2015 (Destruction layer in villa area) 

 Not illustrated 
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SF 444 Part of a needle, broken across circular perforation. Flat ovoid in section. 

Incomplete. 

 L: 15mm 

 Context 2006 (Destruction layer just outside villa) 

 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

 

SF 515 Very irregularly shaped needle with undulating shaft and very small circular 

perforation in flared head. Sub-rectangular in section. Almost complete, but 

the top of the head and the tip are missing. 

 L: 45mm 

 Context 2218 (Fill of IA Pit [2232]) 

 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

 

SF 525 Section of burnt needle? Head with potential perforation missing and small 

part of tapered tip missing, so identity as a needle not secure. However its 

position in a pit with placed deposits including a number of other cremated 

bone tools associated with fabric/clothing production suggests it is another 

needle. 

 L: 38mm 

 Context 2229 (Fill of IA Pit [2178]) 

 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

 

SF 529 Double-pointed needle with ovoid perforation set in top third of needle. Ovoid 

in section. Burnt and broken with second point completely missing. 

 L: 43mm 

 Context 2229 (Fill of IA Pit [2178]) 

 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

 

SF 594 Section of needle, probably a double-pointed type. Broken across a large 

ovoid perforation and tapering quickly to a point, the very last tip of which is 

missing. Incomplete. 

 L: 30mm 

 Context 3522 (Fill of IA Pit [3521])  

 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

 

SF 651 Shaft of probably needle, cut of perforation just visible at broad end, tip 

missing. Polish on shaft. Incomplete. 

 L: 40mm 

 Context 16000 (Topsoil layer in area around villa) 

 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

 

SF 1435 Section of double-pointed needle. Broken across small circular perforation, 

and tapering to smooth rounded tip. Very worn and polished. Incomplete. 

 L: 19mm 

 Context 5550 (Fill of IA Pit [5257])  
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 Fig. 4.30, page 131 

 

 

Long-handled combs 

SF 419 Four joining fragments of a plain antler comb with concave butt-end. The 

teeth are all broken off but the beginnings of the teeth cuts are visible. The 

comb has been burnt to a calcined white, so any signs of wear have been 

lost. Incomplete. 

 L: 90mm 

 Context 2130 (Fill of IA Pit [2123]) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF  520 Seven joining fragments from a single plain antler comb found distributed 

between two layers in one pit and another layer in a completely separate pit. 

The comb burnt to a calcined white and grey and the fire has warped the 

object and caused it to break apart in curved segments following the growth 

patterns of the antler. The comb has an enlarged ovoid butt-end with a 

central perforation. Incomplete. 

 L: 115mm (est. original length 120mm) 

 Contexts 2222 & 2229 (Fills of IA Pit [2178]) and 2204 (Fill of IA Pit [2133]; 

SF no’s 520,523,528,607 and 1492) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 537 Probable fragment of antler comb handle with simple rounded butt-end which 

is integral with the handle. The end where the teeth would be is completely 

missing, as is part of the left side of the ‘handle’, and the butt-end is also 

damaged. The whole object is covered in closely spaced fine transverse wear 

marks and shows a high polish, particularly on the only complete edge on the 

right side. The object has been burnt black, just like SF 1500 - these two may 

be part of same tool. Identification as a comb not certain. Incomplete. 

 L: 64mm 

 Context 2250 (Fill of IA pit [2143]) 

  Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 587 Fragment of antler comb, part of the handle shaft, shaped and worn smooth. 

Burnt black and grey-black. Incomplete. 

 L: 33mm 

 Context 2209 (Fill of Pit [2177]) 

Not illustrated 

 

SF 1500 Single fragment of an antler comb, with only the start of the teeth cuts 

showing at one end. The comb has been burnt black but still shows many 

fine transverse wear marks and a high polish (the latter may be connected to 

the burning procedure, rather than real wear). Incomplete. 
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 L: 44mm 

 Context 2241 (Fill of IA Pit [2143]) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

Awls/gouges/pegs 

SF 20 Simple awl made from a short length of metatarsal. Point end shows wear 

and polish. Probably complete. 

 L: 45mm 

 Context 1000 (Topsoil in Trench 1) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 25 Fine-pointed awl made from an ulna with high polish over most of the 

surface. Handle end may be partly sheared off, so incomplete. 

L: 74mm 

Context 1008 (Fill of Roman slot, behind rampart) 

Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 473 Roughly-cut peg or gouge made from an animal long bone. The tip is  

missing and there are no obvious signs of wear. Incomplete. 

 L: 102mm 

 Context 2060 (Layer below floor in Room 3 in villa) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 588 Simple awl made from a small fragment of long bone shaft. Both point and 

shaft show wear and polish. Possibly complete. 

 L: 40mm 

 Context 2209 (Fill of pit IA Pit [2177]) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 593 Awl made from an ovicaprid tibia, with bottom section crudely cut off to form 

a long point. Large circular perforation at the top, through one face only. 

Signs of polish and wear over most of the surface. Complete. 

 L: 90mm 

 Context 3522 (Fill of tree-throw [3521]) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 783 Small sliver of bone made into a crude awl. Shows polish over most of the 

surface. Complete? 

 L: 48mm 

 Context 15000 (Topsoil layer in Trench 15) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 1443 Fragment of ulna with tapered tip broken off.  The polish all over the 

fragment and the tapered shape suggests it was an awl. Incomplete. 
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 L: 33mm 

 Context 19020 (Roman layer within villa) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

Tools made from ovicaprid long bones 

SF 98 Two fragments of cremated bone, probably from an ovicaprid long bone. The 

largest piece has been sawn off at the back to from a flat surface. Both ends 

are missing. Burnt to a calcined white. Too fragmentary and burnt to be 

certain, but may have been part of a basketry point. Incomplete. 

 L: 23mm and 27mm 

 Context 2135 (Fill off IA pit [2123]) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 222 Broken shaft of ovicaprid tibia, sliced off transversely at one end to from a 

sloping point. The point or tip end is missing, but the shape of this tool 

suggests another basketry point. The handle at the distal end is much 

damaged and gnawed. There are traces of a perforation through both sides 

at the distal end. There are also discrete groups of very fine oblique cut 

marks along at least three of the four edges of the shaft, which seem to be 

cut-marks rather than accidental wear marks. They are in the wrong position 

for meat-filleting cuts.  Their purpose and origin is unclear. 

 L: 100mm 

 Context 2079 (Roman layer in villa area, possible midden) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 348 Broken section of a bobbin, transversely and centrally pierced. Made from an 

ovicaprid metacarpal. Some surface polish but whole object appears gnawed. 

Incomplete. 

 L: 100mm 

 Context 2050 (Layer in Room 4 of villa) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 380 Two non-joining fragments of ovicaprid metatarsal, both showing polish and 

wear.  On the larger fragment there are signs of lateral friction on one side, 

where the shaft broadens towards the missing end.  

 Wear may be due to some function in the weaving process as with SF 1171 

and SF 1172 from Trench 4. 

 Incomplete. 

 L: 32mm and 25mm 

 Context 2060 (Destruction layer in Room 3 of villa) 

 Not illustrated 
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SF 396 Broken end of an ovicaprid metatarsal, sliced off at the back of the shaft and 

with signs of polish on the front. The piece is very fragmentary and eroded, 

so signs of wear are not clear, but from the shape it may originally have been 

part of a basketry point. Incomplete. 

 L: 45mm 

 Context 2085 (Floor layer in Room 2 of villa) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 402 Broken end of an ovicaprid metacarpal, both surfaces on the shaft have been  

cut down to from a flatter surface, and the end itself is also cut and 

chamfered to a smoother shape. Short lateral nicks can be seen at the upper 

end on one side of the shaft, but the whole surface is so eroded  it is hard to 

tell whether they are cut or formed from friction wear.  Probably formed to 

make a flat handle for a craft tool of some sort. Incomplete and very eroded.   

 L: 95mm 

 Context 2094 (Fill of IA pit [2093]) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 409 Worn fragment, probably from an ovicaprid long bone, with part of a 

perforation at one end. Probably part of a perforated handle, tool function 

unknown. Incomplete. 

 L: 27mm 

 Context 2070 (Roman layer in Trench 2) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 453 Broken shaft of a sheep or deer tibia, one side squared off to from sharp-

angled edges and bearing deep fairly regular transverse notches on three of 

these shaft edges.  Burnt to a calcined white with a black core. The notches 

are crudely done and only occur on three of the four edges, so they do not 

seem to be there for decorative purposes. Equally they seem to be 

deliberately cut into the shaft rather than being the signs of frequent 

abrasion and wear noted on other bone tools, so an argument for accidental 

wear damage does not hold up either.  Perhaps they are some kind of a tally 

or calendar, but the exact function is impossible to determine. Incomplete. 

 L: 51mm 

 Context 2113 (Fill of IA pit [2104]) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 456 Broken point from a larger tool, probably a basketry tool, very flat and semi-

circular in section with a gently graduated tip. Burnt to a calcined white and 

the whole piece has probably curved or buckled in the fire, giving it  a more 

concave profile than is normal in these ‘points’. 

L: 40mm 

Context 2167 (Fill of IA pit [2123]) 

Fig. 4.32, page 133 
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SF 463 Small fragment from the end of an ovicaprid metatarsal, with circular 

perforation at proximal end.  Burnt to a calcined white. Incomplete. 

 L: 27mm 

 Context 2236 (Fill of IA pit [2143]) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 467 Four joining fragments from an ovicaprid tibia, with circular perforation 

through both faces at the distal end. Burnt to a calcined white. Outer surface 

so fire-damaged, impossible to tell if there were any wear marks. Incomplete.  

L: 54mm 

Context 2167 (Fill of IA pit [2123]) 

Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 474 Broken section of ovicaprid metatarsal with a very high polish on two sides 

indicating functional wear. Burnt to a calcined white/grey. The fragment is 

too incomplete to determine its original use. 

 L: 53mm 

 SF 474; Context 2113 (Fill of IA pit [2104]) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 486 Two joining fragments of the distal end of an ovicaprid tibia with large 

circular perforation through both faces. Burnt to a calcined white. No obvious 

signs of wear. Incomplete 

 L: 36mm 

 Context 2113 (Fill of IA pit [2104]) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 546 Two joining and three non-joining fragments (all probably from same object) 

of an ovicaprid tibia, circular perforation through both faces at distal end and 

a flat rounded tip. The latter does not join the other pieces but the condition 

of the bone so closely matches them that it is very probable that the point 

belongs to the other pieces and is the working end of another basketry point. 

All pieces are burnt black and show a high polish, particularly the tip. 

Incomplete. 

 L: 73mm (of 2x largest joining frags. only) 

 Context 2250 (Fill of IA pit [2143]) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 578 Fragment of ovicaprid tibia with part of a circular perforation at the distal end 

and the lower part of the shaft sliced off to from a flat tapering surface. The 

point is completely missing in this tool, but it is probably a basketry point. 

Some signs of wear on the shaft but the surface of the bone is much 

degraded. Incomplete. 

 L: 107mm 
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 Context 5251 (Roman layer with IA residual material in Trench 5) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 1171 Two joining fragments of an ovicaprid metatarsal with an extremely high 

polish all over the shaft and lines of deep wear groves on either side of the 

shaft, which must have been caused by heavy friction from some source.  

The cause of this heavy wear and the source of the friction are not easy to 

determine, but it may be connected to a weaving process. The object is 

weathered or stained to a light brown-grey colour, which is very different 

from the condition of the other burnt and unburnt worked bone artefacts 

from this site. Incomplete. 

L: 47mm 

  Context 4077 (Fill of IA pit [4063]) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 1172 Proximal end fragment of an ovicaprid metacarpal with very heavy wear and 

polish on one side of the shaft and similar but lighter wear on the opposite 

side. The high degree of polish, heavy friction wear grooves on either side of 

the shaft, and colour and condition of the bone match closely the other 

worked bone fragments from this context (SF 1171 above). They are not part 

of the same object however, as one is a metatarsal and the other a 

metacarpal bone. Both this object and SF 1171 must have been used in the 

same type of craft process. Incomplete. 

 L: 55mm 

 Context 4077 (Fill of IA pit [4063]) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 1228 Complete tool made from an ovicaprid tibia with a small drilled perforation 

running through both faces at the distal and ‘handle’ end of the object. Sliced 

off at the back and with a smooth rounded tip, ovoid in section. This is a 

complete example of a basketry point. The whole surface of the tool, except 

the distal/handle end, shows a very high degree of polish and wear. 

Complete. 

 L: 72mm 

 Context 5596 (Fill of IA pit [5257]) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 1297 Small tapered section of an ovicaprid  metapodial shaft, sliced off transversely 

at the back. Burnt black. High, glossy polish over entire surface at the front 

and also on the flat edges of the back. There is a flattened and worn look to 

the central part of the shaft, running along the length, which may be wear. 

Probably a basketry point. Incomplete. 

 L: 32mm 

 Context 2204 (Fill of IA pit [2133]) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 
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SF 1464 Fragment of ovicaprid radius, shaped to a smooth rounded tip, the back 

sliced off to from a flat sloping surface. The whole surface shows a high 

polish from wear. This is the working end of a basketry point. Incomplete. 

 L: 87mm 

 Context 5550 (Fill of IA pit [5257]) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 1467 Two small joining fragments, possibly from an ovicaprid metapodial showing 

polish and wear grooves on either side of the shaft. Burnt to a calcined 

grey/white. Incomplete. 

 L: 28mm 

 Context 4104 (Fill of IA pit [4063]) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 1469 Complete ovicaprid metacarpal showing polish only over the upper curved 

part of the shaft area, not at the ends. Possibly used for burnishing or 

polishing. Complete. 

 L: 117mm 

Context 4045 (Layer of cobbles ? within rampart) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 1487 Broken section of ovicaprid tibia pierced through both faces at distal end and 

showing light uneven score marks or notches on two edges. 

 Incomplete. 

 L: 50mm 

 Context 2050 (Layer in Room 4 of villa) 

 Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 1489 Small fragment from an ovicaprid long bone, showing very high polish all over 

the surface. Burnt grey/black. Tool handle of some sort? Incomplete. 

 L: 30mm 

 Context 2228 (Fill of IA pit [2133]) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 1490 Broken point from a basketry tool, which is a flat ovoid in section and gently 

chamfered. Has a high polish on both sides of the tip. Incomplete. 

 L: 20mm 

 Context 4044 (Layer within rampart) 

 Fig. 4.32, page 133 

 

SF 1502 Broken tip only of a probable basketry point.  The tip is a flat ovoid in section 

and has a smooth rounded end, not a sharp point like an awl. Burnt to a 

calcined white. Incomplete. 

 L: 15mm 
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 Context 2112 (Fill of IA pit [2104]) 

   Fig. 4.31, page 132 

 

SF 1505 Small fragment from an ovicaprid long bone, showing very high polish all over 

the surface. Burnt black. Probably a tool handle of some sort. Incomplete.  

  L: 33mm 

Context 2236 (Fill of IA pit [2143]) 

  Not illustrated 

 

Bone-working evidence 

 

SF 439 Section of large mammal metapodial, cut into a long wedge shape. An 

unfinished piece, probably the start of a peg or gouge. No signs of wear. 

 L: 85mm 

 Context 2016 (Destruction layer in Room 1 of villa) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 658 Section of sawn antler tine, sawn at one end and broken at the other. 

  L: 75mm 

  Context 11000 (Topsoil in Trench 11) 

  Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 1010 Long tapering rod of bone/antler, the tapered end of which is broken off. The 

‘head’ end is crudely cut and looks unfinished.  Probably an unfinished pin. 

 L: 52mm 

 Context 16000 (Topsoil in Trench 16) 

  Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 1041 Crudely cut rod or peg of bone, sub-round in section at ‘head’ and tapered to 

a flat rectangular section further down the shaft. The wider ‘head’ end has a 

deep groove cut around the circumference at exactly the distance you would 

expect to start shaping the head of a decorative pin. Probably an unfinished 

pin. 

L: 45mm 

Context 16001 (Subsoil in Trench 16) 

Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 1072 Sliver of long bone, with one deep transverse cut across the surface. Either 

butchered bone or debris from bone-working. 

 L: 94mm 

 Context 16008 (Destruction layer in villa area) 

 Not illustrated 
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SF 1105 Crudely shaped peg of bone/antler, the ‘head’ end sliced off at an angle. 

Probably either an unfinished or an abandoned attempt at a pin or some kind 

of a point. 

 L: 57mm 

 Context 16005 (Layer in villa area) 

 Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 1461 Whole antler tine, partly sawn off and partly broken off at root end, with the 

tip very rounded and smoothed. No other signs of working or wear. 

 L: 118mm 

 Context 13000 (Topsoil in Trench 13) 

  Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 1462 Fragment of animal long bone, sawn-off in a straight cut at one end and with 

signs of the shaft edges having been modified. An unfinished piece. Some 

copper alloy staining at one end. 

 L: 52mm 

 Context 11029 (Floor layer within villa) 

  Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

Miscellaneous objects 

SF 7 Fragment of an equid metatarsus with one whole side of the shaft chopped 

or broken off. The surviving proximal end show signs of being shaped on the 

interior, possibly to access the marrow. The surface of the bone seems to 

have been gnawed and abraded.  Incomplete. 

 L: 150mm 

 Context 2050 (Layer within Room 4 of villa)   

 Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 106 Flat fragment of animal long bone with a neat rectangular slot cut in one end. 

Too fragmentary to determine original function of this piece. 

 Incomplete. 

 L: 30mm 

 Context 2024 (Layer within Roman villa) 

Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 294 Fragment of pig tibia, sliced off at the back potentially to form a tapered 

point in the manner of a gouge or a basketry tool, but not enough remains to 

be sure what kind of tool this was. Whole surface very worn and pitted. 

Incomplete. 

 L: 66mm 

 Context 2024 (Layer within Roman villa) 

 Not illustrated 
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SF 384 Fragment of pointed bone. May be part of a crude point or awl or part of an 

unfinished hair pin. 

  Incomplete. 

  L: 33mm 

  Context 2006 (Roman destruction layer west of villa) 

  Not illustrated 

 

SF 394 Flat sub-square fragment from a large mammal long bone, shaped on one 

edge and showing signs of polish here and on flat surface. Function 

unknown. Incomplete. 

 Max. L: 22mm 

 Context 2020 (Roman destruction layer, villa area) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 483 Small fragment of burnt shaft with high polish. Incomplete. 

 L: 13mm 

 Context 2105 (Fill of IA pit [2104]) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF484 Broken tip of a pin or awl. Incomplete. 

 L: 18mm 

 Context 2220 (fill of MIA pit [2133]) 

Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 493 Fragment of worked bone with two closely-spaced horizontal incised lines 

across the upper surface and signs of polish from wear. Function unknown. 

Incomplete. 

 L: 28mm 

 Context 2212 (Roman layer in villa area) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 540 Small fragment of animal long bone, chamfered on two sides with signs of 

polish and some burning. Incomplete. 

 L: 23mm 

 Context 5258 (Fill of IA pit [5257]) 

 Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 543 Fragment of flat rib?  Partly burnt and shows polish on both sides. No obvious 

wear marks and too small and fragmentary to identify any function. 

Incomplete. 

 L: 21mm 

 Context 4072 (Fill of LBA/EIA pit [4063]) 

 Not illustrated 
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SF 583 Section of curved pig rib with a very large circular perforation running 

through both faces and a cross-hatched engraved design further down the 

rib. Broken at lower end. The top end with perforation appears to have a 

wide notch or recess, and is rounded from wear. Probably the handle end of 

a tool. The whole surface is smooth and polished. Incomplete. 

 L: 65mm 

 Context 6307 (Fill of IA ditch [6304]) 

 Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 592 Broken section of possible bone/antler pin with fat tapering shaft. 

Incomplete. 

 L: 30mm 

 Context 2007 (Floor layer, villa area) 

 Fig. 4.33, page 134  

 

SF 599 Two joining fragments of burnt shaft (white-grey) with polish on one side.   

Incomplete. 

 L: 28mm and 19mm 

 Context 2105 (Fill of IA pit [2104]) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 609 Two small broken fragments of animal bone, with very polished surfaces and 

signs of burning. One piece also has irregular diagonal cuts on the surface. 

Function unknown. Incomplete. 

 L: 15mm and 17mm 

 Context 2105 (Fill of IA pit [2104]) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 618 Two non-joining fragments of cremated bone; both have sawn ends and have 

been shaped or chamfered on one side. Possibly part of a radius. Incomplete. 

 L: 20mm and 25mm  

 Context 2105 (Fill of IA pit [2104]) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 621 Fragment of animal rib showing polish and wear on all surfaces and a very 

rounded edge on one of the broken ends. Partially burnt. Probably used as an 

incidental tool from a broken fragment. Incomplete? 

 L: 60mm 

 Context 5002 (Layer in Trench 5) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 629 Broken part of tibia shaft with all-over polish. The piece is broken at both 

ends, not shaped, and shows gnaw-marks, so probably a piece of bone debris 

that has been used as a convenient tool for burnishing or polishing.  

 L: 65mm 
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 Context 4072 (Fill of LBA/EIA pit [4063]) 

 Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 1468 Small segment of very narrow long bone, with one sawn edge and one 

broken edge. Too incomplete to tell whether it was part of an unfinished or a 

finished object. Incomplete. 

 L: 12mm 

Context 2142 (Fill of IA pit [2141]) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 1470 Fragment of large animal rib which shows wear and rounded edges on the 

rough breaks at either end of the ‘tool’. Probably used as an incidental and 

rough tool rather than ever being made into a finished piece as such. 

Incomplete? 

 L: 73mm 

 Context 4116 (Fill of IA pit [4063]) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 1471 Two small joining fragments of a bone shaft burnt grey/white and with signs 

of overall polish and lateral friction grooves on both sides of shaft. 

Incomplete. 

 L: 27mm 

 Context 4104 (Fill of IA pit [4063]) 

 Not illustrated 

 

SF 1472 Fragment of large mammal bone, probably originally just a butchered 

splinter, but shows signs of smoothing and wear on the surfaces and edges. 

Used in some craft process or as a gouge? Incomplete. 

 L: 108mm 

 Context 5527 (Fill of IA pit [5022]) 

 Not illustrated 

SF 1473 Complete ovicaprid radius which shows a very high polish over the central 

part of the shaft and a series of rough cuts at the distal end. Used in some 

craft process. Complete. 

 L: 130mm 

 Context 5247 (Fill of IA pit [5022]) 

 Fig. 4.33, page 134  

 

SF  1474 Fragment of large mammal long bone, which is a piece of butchered bone but 

it also shows heavy polish and wear over most of the outer surface and also 

particularly on the two broken edges along the length. 

 May have been used for burnishing /polishing in some domestic activity. 

Incomplete? 

 L: 102mm 

 Context 5223 (fill of IA pit [5022]) 
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 Not illustrated 

 

SF 1498 Two joining fragments of burnt long bone, one end cut into a crude curved 

shape. Burnt black/brown and shows polish over the outer surface, though as 

noted before this maybe a by-product of the burning process rather than 

polish from use. Function unknown. May be the handle end of a long-handled 

comb of the integrated rounded butt-end type. Incomplete. 

 L: 51mm and 50mm 

 Context 2250 (fill of IA pit [2143]) 

 Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

SF 1501 Broken section of a possible bone/antler pin, with a rather fat tapering shaft.  

  Incomplete. 

  L: 23mm 

  Context 16003 (Stony layer in villa area) 

  Fig. 4.33, page 134  

 

SF 1503 Tip of a possible pin or needle. Incomplete. 

  L: 19mm 

  Context 14000 (Topsoil in Trench 14) 

  Fig. 4.33, page 134 

 

 

 


